Directions: Part 1: Match the definition with the word by looking it up in the dictionary. Part 2: Put the word in a sentence without using the “Be Verbs”. The “Be Verbs” are - am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been. You MUST show that you know what the word means in your sentence and it must be 100% grammatically correct.

DEMO: people

1. democracy: n.

2. demography: n.

VEN: come

3. venture: n.

4. conventional: adj.

5. intervene: v.

6. venue: n.

LOC: place

7. locomotion: n.

8. relocate: v.

9. allocate: v.

10. localize: v.
DEFINITIONS

A. a project implying risk
B. act of moving oneself from place to place
C. government of the people
D. the place where a trial or crime takes place
E. the science of vital and social statistics (births, deaths, marriages, etc.) of a population
F. to come between
G. to move something or someone to a new place
H. to restrict to one place
I. to set aside (money, time, etc.) for a specific purpose
J. usual; ordinary